This paper explains new results relating modal propositional logic and rewrite rule systems. More precisely, we give complete term rewriting systems for the modal propositional systems known as K, Q, T, and S5. These systems are presented as extensions of Hsiang's system for classical propositional calculus. We have checked local confluence with the rewrite rule system K.B. (cf. the Knuth-Bendix algorithm) developed by the Formel project at INRIA. We prove that these systems are noetherian, and then infer their confluence from Newman's lemma. Therefore each term rewriting system provides a new automated decision procedure and defines a canonical form for the corresponding logic. We also show how to characterize the canonical forms thus obtained.
the constants (0) and (l), which represent truth and falsity; a denumerable set of propositional variables, which we write alternatively as P, 4, r, Pi,. . . or with the variable constructor var: var x, var y, var z, var x, , varx,,...; the connectives -, V, * , 1, aa , and = , which denote respectively the classical conjunction, disjunction, implication, negation, exclusive or, and equivalence (we may restrict to V and 1).
The modal formulae are obtained by adding two modal unary operators denoted L and M, which are read as "necessarily" and "possibly" respectively. We take L primitive, and define A4 by M(x) = -L(7x).
Notation. In general, we use the symbols, x, y, z, . . . , x1, x2, . . . , and also a, b, .
as metavariables to denote arbitrary formulae.
Normal Modal Systems as as .
A modal system S is a class of formulae, whose members are called theorems. We write (ks x) to express that x is a theorem of S. As is usual for Hilbert systems, S is presented by axioms and inference rules.
A modal system S is normal iff 
Term Rewriting Systems
Our approach is based on Hsiang's system for CPC. We recall this system, where * and Q are taken as primitive (the dual system is obtained with V and = ). It is confluent modulo the associativity-commutativity of * and @ : x80+x, x*1+x.
Notation.
We define CPC normal forms as the canonical forms obtained by this system BR. We say that two formulae are AC-distinct when they are distinct modulo the associativity-commutativity of -and 8, and we write module AC for modulo the associativity-commutativity of * and @ .
The CPC normal forms may be characterized inductively as follows:
The constants (0), (l), and every conjunction of distinct variables are in CPC normal form.
If s is the exclusive disjunction of terms bi, where each bi is the constant (1) or the conjunction of distinct variables and for all i # j ( bi and bi are AC-distinct), then s is in CPC normal forms.
There are no other CPC normal forms.
We give the example of equivalent clausal normal forms reduced to the same CPC normal form (classical normal forms are not canonical forms):
(-xvy) * (-p/z) * (-zvx) = (-xvz) * (-zvy) * (-p/x); these two terms are both rewritten as
THE SYSTEMS K AND Q
The results for K and Q are very similar. An equational presentation for K can be obtained by adding to CPC:
The equation L(1) = 1 corresponds to the necessity inference rule; the equation L(x) . L(y) = L( x. y) corresponds to the axiom K, but less immediately. ' We obtain Q by adding to the system K the equation
Proposition I. The systems BR-K and BR-Q obtained by orienting the above equations from left to right are locally confluent and terminating:
To prove the termination, we may use the following interpretation on integers greater than 2:
Canonical Forms in K and Q
Definition I. We define the notion of K normal form and the auxiliary notion of L-K component inductively as follows:
If s is a CPC formula in CPC normal form, then it is in K normal form.
If a is in K normal form, and each bi is a conjunction of distinct variables, and for every i # j, bi and bj are not composed of the same variables, then 1 defined by
is an L-K component. The term a is called the principal term of 1.
'First we. recall and show the useful inference rule (1) if x * y is a theorem of a normal modal system S, then L(x) =) L(y) is also a theorem of S. Suppose t x * y:
. We then apply the inference rule (l), obtaining (5) L(y) + 15(x* y) and (5') L(x) .L(y) + L(x.y * y) .L(x). From (4') and (5') we finally 
This proposition is easy to verify. These forms are thus canonical, in the sense that each class of equivalent terms has a unique representative of this form.
THE SYSTEM T

I. Introduction
We obtain an equational presentation of T by adding to Q the necessity rule L(x) .x=L(x).
In this case, however, we cannot get a confluent rewriting system so easily as for K and Q, by merely adding the above equation properly oriented. Consider for example the problems involving distributivity and the necessity rule:
where or the following permutative equivalence:
with these two terms still equivalent to L(x1 ex2 8 1) .x1 ex2.
This last example suggests that we should somehow orient the necessity rule from right to left. To keep the termination property, we are led to introduce a new operator C, so as to distinguish the occurrences of L where the rule has already been applied. This amounts to translating the system T into the system K, where the modal operators C and L are respectively those of K and T, by the rule
We show how the above pet-mutative problem gets solved:
The following section states the correctness of the translation.
Translation from T to K
Definition 2. We define a translation Tr from T to K, and a "converse" translation rt from K to T, by the following equations, where the necessity operators are L for T and C for K:
PROOF. By structural induction on x.
Basic Case: If x is a constant or a variable var y, the lemma is obvious.
Casex=x,.x,:
rt(Tr( x, -x2)) = rt(Tr( x,) . Tr( x2)) = rt(Tr( x,)) . rt(Tr( x2)).
Casex=x, @x2:
The proof is easy by induction on the length of an equational derivation in K.
Lemma 3. Zf T F x = y then K I-Tr( x) = Tr( y).
PROOF. By induction on the length of an equational derivation of x = Y.
Axioms.
If x = Y is a classical axiom, the result is obvious by morphism; the three other axioms are treated as follows:
Tr(L(x).L(~))~C(Tr(x)).Tr(x).C(Tr(y)).Tr(y)
If the equation is obtained by reflexivity, symmetry, or transitivity, we apply the hypothesis to the antecedents and then the corresponding rule in K.
If the equation is obtained by compatibility, we proceed as before: with a classical operator, apply the hypothesis and the same compatibility rule in K. We only give details for the operator L: If L(x) = L(y) comes from x = y, by hypothesis Tr( x) = Tr( y); then by compatibility with C and . ,
From these lemmas we can state the correctness of the translation:
Proposition3.
Tkx=y iffKt-Tr(x)=Tr(y).
A Complete Rewriting System for T Proposition 4. The following rewriting system which codes the above translation is IocalIy confluent and terminating :
To prove the termination, we apply the interpretation given for L in BR-K to the operator C and add the following interpretation of L:
Normal Forms in T
We now give a formal characterization of the normal forms obtained by the above rewriting system BR-T. We first define a saturation condition on terms.
Definition 3. A formula x of K is said to be saturated iff
Definition 4. We define the TK normal forms as the saturated K normal forms, and the T normal forms as the translation by rt of the TK normal forms.
In other words, the T normal forms are the fixpoints (modulo AC) of the following transformation:
Replace every occurrence of Ly by Ly . y (just once).
Normalize by the system given for K: BR-K.
Proposition 5. The TK normal forms are the normal forms obtained by the rewriting system BR-T from the T formulae, and the T normal forms are canonical in T.
Q ?
Note that we might have defined a similar translation from T to Q, and that saturated normal forms and saturated K normal forms coincide.
_ .5. Generalization
We briefly describe a generalization of the method we have developed for the system T. Given a set of equations E, and another equation G = D, let & denote the equational algebra defined by E U { G = D} , with an alphabet C and a set of variables V.
We suppose that the equation G = D is such that G has the form L ( x,, . . , x,) where L is an operator of arity n and where all xi are variables, and D is constructed from the variables xi of G, the term L(x,, . . . , xn), and the alphabet C -{L}.
[Think of S! as a T algebra with L as the necessity operator, and
We may then introduce a new operator C of arity n and consider the equational algebra %, with alphabet C U {C} -{ L) , defined by the set of equations E obtained from E by replacing L with C. (Think of 3 as a K algebra with C as the necessity operator.) We then define-as we did for T-a translation rt from 99 to .n/ rewriting C in L, and a translation Tr from d to L@ rewriting L(x,, . . . , x,) in the trem D where every L has been replaced by C.
We obtain the following property: if vg=deEU {G=D}
which implies that if a complete rewriting system is known for 3, it gives a decision procedure for JS? as well.
THE SYSTEM S5
I. Introduction
We obtain an equational presentation of S5 by adding to T the following equations:
Transformation of S5 Formulae to Formulae of Modal Degree One. We recall the inductive definition of the modal degree d(x) of a formula x:
When classical conjunction, disjunction and negation are taken as primitive, it is a well-known result that the equations above allow one to transform any S5 formula to an equivalent S5 formula of modal degree one or zero. This transformation then leads to the notion of modal conjunctive normal form.
We may also try to perform this transformation with conjunction and exclusive disjunction taken as primitive, so as to obtain a rewriting system based on the previous ones. We thus obtain the following rules:
However, the system obtained by adding these rules to BR-T is not terminating. We give a solution which amounts to reducing any S5 formula to a modal conjunctive normal form and then normalizing it in the system T. The correctness of this method comes from the identity of S5 theorems and T theorems of modal degree zero or one.
The system presented below may seem complex, but it corresponds to an "internalization' ' in the rewrite system of a process that would put the formula in a modal conjunctive normal form and then reduce it in T.
Note that the originality of this result is not about the problem of testing for a tautology in S5, but is primarily the definition of canonical forms for S5 with a corresponding complete rewriting system.
A Complete Rewrite System for S5
In the following system, Trad is introduced to transform any S5 formula constructed with the classical connectives of conjunction, disjunction, and negation (respectively denoted as x , + , and -in the rewrite system) to an equivalent formula of degree one that is constructed with . and d .
The auxiliary operators : and Map are introduced to make the completion easier. The ternary operator Part sorts the clauses in a disjunction; its first argument is a term to be sorted, its second is the list of terms L(x) or -L(x), and its third is the list of clauses of modal degree 0. The operator : is a list operator, but has the same meaning as disjunction.
Proposition 6. The system BR-S5 shown in Table 1 is locally confluent and terminating.
The following interpretation on integers proves the termination: for each equation z(x.y) =22xz(x) xl(y),
Z(var x) = 24.
Correctness and Completeness of the System
Notation. We denote by K * the equational system consisting of all the equations of the rewriting system BR-SS.
We show the equivalence between the validity of p = q in S5 and the validity of Trad( p) = Trad( q) in K *. The proof is made by induction on the length of a derivation.
The "only if" part is a long examination by cases. The "if" part is obtained by defining a converse translation rt such that S5 I-rt(Trad( x)) = x. We now give details.
The following lemmas give equivalences satisfied by the operators Trad and Map, thus making their meaning clearer. Part(0, x, y) ). We show by induction on x K*t-Part(x,L(a):y,z)=Trad(L(a))VPart(x,y,z).
Lemma 4 (Meaning of
We only develop the case when x = L( x,) + x,; the other cases are similar:
If n > 0 and i > 0, according to the structure of x,, we get a smaller first argument, to which we apply the hypothesis. We only develop the case when xi = L(x); the other cases are similar:
.** +xi+xi+, + e.9 +x,,y, z).
The proof of (b), (c) follows the same sketch. The proof for (d) is also similar. 0 Proposition 7. If S5 E x then K * F Trad( x).
PROOF.
We show by induction on the deduction length of S5 F x, and according to the last inference rule applied, the following property, which also takes into account the necessity inference rule:
if S5~a then K*FTrad(a) and K*kTrad(L(a)).
Classical Axioms :
(-x* -y) * ((-x*y) ax).
Their translations Trad( a) are immediately valid.
To verify K * E Trad( L(a)) where a is such an axiom, by previous lemmas we only need verify
which we prove by induction on a:
If a is a literal or a constant, we apply the definitions. If a = -a,, since --a, = a,, we apply the hypothesis to a,. If a=a,+a,, by previous lemma we get two clauses, one containing a, + -a, and the other a2 + -a2, to which we apply the previous lemma (the last part) and the hypothesis. If a = L(a,), we get by previous lemma Trad(L( a,)) V lTrad( Qa,)).
Grouping axiom:
We suppose that a is an instance of L( x * y) * (L(x) * L(y)).
We show by induction on the structure of x
If x is a conjunction -(x, + x2):
we apply the hypothesis to -x, and to -x2. If x is a disjunction L( x,) + x2, we get
*Trad(L(-x,+y)).
By the induction hypothesis,
and by classical properties,
, we proceed as above. It remains to examine the case when x is a disjunction of literals (constants, variables, or their negations) . This case can be verified directly by making explicit Trad( L( x + y), Trad( L( -x)), Trad( L( y)) according to the structure of y by using previous lemmas: if y contains a clause -( y, + y2), we may decompose and verify separately for -y, and -y,; otherwise y is a disjunction of yi and of zj where each yj has the shape L(t) or -L(t), and each zj is a literal, and we use the lemmas to make the terms explicit.
Let us now consider Trad( L( a)):
which reduces to Trad(a) already shown.
Necessary axiom : Let a be an instance of
We derive K * I-Trad( a) from the following property: On the other hand,
First simplification axiom: Let a be an instance of L(x) *Q(x)).
On the one hand,
and on the other hand,
Second simpllffication axiom: Let a be an instance of
We get
Unity axiom :
Modusponens:
If kxand I--x+y: PROOF. This is a corollary of the previous proposition, since Trad satisfies
Trad( x * y) = Trad( x) * Trad( y) and since these extensions of classical logic verify x=y iff I-(x*y) and I-(y*x). 0
To prove the converse proposition, we define a translation rt from K * to S5 as follows:
NParNx, Y, z)) = L@(x) + (NY) + Nz))), rt(x : y) = l-t(x) + l-t(y).
Lemma6. Zf
PROOF. By induction on the length of a derivation of K * F x, = x2.
Axioms : We develop only one case; the other axioms can be verified similarly.
We show that if x, = x2 is an instance of
then S5 I-rt(x,) = rt(x2). We have
and the equivalence follows from the associativity of + .
Reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity:
The cases are immediate.
Compatibility:
The translation rt preserves the structure, so in each case we can first apply the hypothesis to the equation before p = q, and then the related compatibility rule in S.5, to get rt( p) = rt( q) (in some cases, e.g. with Trad, Map, the first step is sufficient). 0
Lemma 7. S5 k-rt(Trad( xi)) = xi.
PROOF. This amounts to showing
S5 I-rt( x,) = x, . By induction on the structure of X, :
Basic case: If x, is a variable or a constant, x, and rt(x,) are identical. 
CONCLUSION
These results provide a new decision procedure, but they also provide a uniform framework for investigating modal structures: they give at one and the same time canonical forms and a procedure to reduce to them, which allows a precise way of reasoning about terms.
As concerns term rewriting techniques, whereas the technique developed for S5 seems to be specific, our method for the system T may be applied to a class of structures.
We have not mentioned the case of the S4 system, where the situation seems more complex. For !S4 and the hierarchy of modal systems between S4 and SS-or the corresponding hierarchy of intuitionistic logics-no general notion of canonical form
